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1 IntroductionWhile the task of automatic translation is one that has received a great deal of attentionin current literature (e.g., [WS99]), the complementary task of recognizing translations islargely unexplored. One may ask the question, \given two linguistic samples E and F ,does the predicate Translation(E; F ) hold true?" More generally, one might produce acondence score for the translational equivalence of E and F .One candidate for such a score is Pr(E; F ) for some statistical generative model oftranslation. Melamed [Mel00] describes three symmetric word-to-word models which arelearnable from text in parallel translation (bi-texts). However, given E and F , the com-putation of the true value of Pr(E; F ) is expensive because it requires a summation overall possible word-to-word assignments. In order to avoid the full cost of this computation,Melamed utilizes the maximum a posteriori (MAP) approximation in his model estimationmethods. However, an additional problem presents itself for this particular application ofsuch models: the value of Pr(E; F ) diminishes exponentially as the lengths of E and Fincrease. This is problematic for two reasons; one might wish to nd translation pairs insets where the strings are either very long (e.g., documents) or highly variable in length.Consider an example in which we wish to choose the best French translation for theEnglish sentence \John buys shirts in Paris" (E). In this simple case, suppose we have twooptions: \Jean mange" (F1) and \Jean achete souvent des chemises a Paris" (F2). Note thelengths of these strings: jEj = 5jF1j = 2jF2j = 7In the Melamed models, a single word may have either one or zero corresponding wordsin a generated translation pair. Words are generated in pairs, one from each language, inwhich one word or the other in a pair may be null, but not both [Mel00]. This means that,if E and F1 were generated as a pair, there were between 5 and 7 word pairs generated;if E and F2 were generated as a pair, there were between 7 and 12 word pairs generated.Clearly, by such a model, Pr(E; F1) stands a good chance of being signicantly greaterthan Pr(E; F2). If that probability distribution is the scoring function for translationalequivalence, performance is predicted to be quite horrendous.This work seeks to build on the idea of a symmetric translation model as a useful toolin recognizing translational equivalence in text while avoiding the sentence-length problemand keeping computational feasibility in mind.Consideration of the translation detection task begs the question of what it means fortwo text-strings to be mutual translations. It has been argued [Who73] that translationbetween languages is not possible. This investigation seeks to show that empirically mea-surable properties of strings suce to learn automatic classiers (or, more generally, scoringfunctions) to support the hypothesis that \translation-ness" is an observable property ofsome bi-texts. Following an intuition made explicit by Alshawi et al. [ABD00], I suggestthat a protable approach may be to avoid articial meaning representations in favor of themost natural ones | the strings themselves. 4
1.1 Potential ApplicationsI suggest four practical applications of such a scoring function. The rst is in parallelcorpus construction using systems like STRAND [Res99] and Nie et al.'s system [NSID99].STRAND is a a tool which automatically discovers World-Wide Web pages which maybe mutual translations (in a given language pair), then lters the candidates based onstructural similarity evidenced by the language-independent markup tags present in thedocuments. While the precision of STRAND is extremely high, experiments show that thelter is overly strict, giving a yield with room for improvement.STRAND carries out two types of search, both of which could benet from a translationscoring function. In the rst, document-pairs are classied based on their markup tags. Acorrelation score determines the likelihood that the two documents are parallel text, but insome cases one document in an actual translation pair will have extra text. This results inthe entire document pair being discarded. If the text chunks (between markup tags) couldbe evaluated on their own, portions of such asymmetric documents might be salvaged toincrease the yield of STRAND without aecting precision.The other search task STRAND addresses is the pairing up items from two lists of can-didate pages. Given two sets of documents, STRAND attempts to generate an assignment2between them, but because of the high computational cost of comparing the contents of eachpossible document pair, STRAND produces candidates based solely on the URL strings.(Nie et al. [NSID99] and Chen and Nie [CN00] used a similar approach.) The markup lteris then applied, but if the candidates are wrongly paired, translation pairs may be lostsimply because they weren't paired based on URL string similarity.A second application considers text-strings of shorter length; computing a maximum aposteriori (MAP) word-to-word assignment where some syntactic information is availableis a task faced, e.g., in translation modeling. If, for example, NP-bracketing is availablefor both sides of a bi-text, determining which contiguous chunks (NPs or extra-NP chunks)correspond with each other using a general classier would help to guide the search. This ap-plication could be part of a framework involving bootstrapping of more complex translationmodels from simpler ones (e.g. [MS00], [BB94]).A third application involves comparable corpora. A comparable corpus contains textin multiple languages that is known to contain some similar content, such as news fromthe same time period. While comparable corpora do not contain direct translations, acomparable corpus might be assumed to contain some translationally-equivalent material.Extracting this material might be a technique for parallel corpus construction. More gen-erally, ranking potentially translationally equivalent portions of the corpus could provide ameans to weight examples for some other learning tasks.Finally, in multilingual information retrieval, one would prefer to avoid returning trans-lationally-equivalent duplicates. If two documents can be classied as duplicates (i.e., trans-lations of each other), there exists a potential for improved recall in N -best systems. Atthe same time, translation detection could allow a cost savings when the translation of adocument is desired; if the translation exists in a database and can be identied, the taskof translating the document is not necessary [Oard01].2I use the term \assignment" to refer to chunk-to-chunk mappings which respect no ordering restrictions,and I use the term \alignment" to refer to such mappings which do not allow \cross-over."5
1.2 Background: Duplicate DetectionBroder et al. [BGMZ97] sought to detect copies of documents in a single language. Theypropose two document similarity scores, resemblance (r) and containment (c).In order to compute these scores, a document D is viewed as a set of shingles [Dam95](a \shingling"), where a shingle is an n-gram type (i.e., a contiguous subsequence of lengthn) contained in D. For example, the trigram shingling of the next sentence is f"denotethe shingling", \the shingling of", \shingling of D", \of D as", \D as S(D)"g. Denotethe shingling of D as S(D). Resemblance is a measure in [0; 1]; a higher score indicates ahigher degree of similarity between two documents. It is dened for documents D1 and D2as follows: r(D1; D2) = jS(D1) \ S(D2)jjS(D1) [ S(D2)j (1)Containment is also in [0; 1]. It indicates a level of condence that D1 is contained withinD2. It is dened as: c(D1; D2) = jS(D1) \ S(D2)jjS(D1)j (2)Broder et al. used a sampling technique for estimating the shingling of documents; forpresent purposes I shall not address this issue, since most of my discussion is directed towardsmaller text segments for which sampling is unnecessary.Another approach to similarity is given by Lin [Lin98]. Lin gives a theoretically-motivated general description of similarity:sim(D1; D2) = log Pr[common(D1; D2)]log Pr[description(D1; D2)] (3)That is, the similarity between D1 and D2 is measured by the ratio between the amount ofinformation needed to state the commonality of D1 and D2 and the information needed tofully describe what D1 and D2 are.This denition is in fact quite similar (no pun intended) to the one oered by [BGMZ97].If we view D1 as S(D1) and D2 as S(D2), then the Lin similarity measure is given as:sim(D1; D2) = 2Ps2S(D1)\S(D2) log Pr(s)Ps2S(D1) log Pr(s) +Ps2S(D2) log Pr(s) (4)For purposes of comparison with the [BGMZ97] r score, note that, trivially:jS(D1) \ S(D2)j = Xx2S(D1)\S(D2) 1 (5)jS(D1) [ S(D2)j = Xx2S(D1)[S(D2) 1 (6)While the two similarity measures are by no means mathematically equivalent, one notesthat: The domain of the summed items is f0; 1g for [BGMZ97] and ( 1; 0] (continuous)for [Lin98]. The denominator values, while not identical, are related. (Note that jS(D1)[S(D2)j =jS(D1)j+ jS(D2)j   jS(D1) \ S(D2)j.) 6
 The factor of 2 in [Lin98] is irrelevant in a competitive scoring framework.The key dierence between the two approaches, for practical purposes, is that simassumes a probability model, while r assumes discrete sets.2 Translational Equivalence as a Function Over SetsThe sim measure requires a probability distribution over shingle (n-gram) types s. Whenconsidering documents in a single language, it is straightforward to estimate the parametersto an n-gram model. However, it becomes less clear how to dene such a probability modelover shingles when dealing with multilingual documents; yet this is required for computingthe intersection of shingle sets in dierent languages. The concept of shingle equality mustrst be addressed.Let us suppose that there is a set of language-independent concepts C which is univer-sal. In the text production process, these concepts are lexicalized and ordered accordingto language-specic parameters. Let each concept c have a set XL(c) of lexical items inlanguage L which are candidates in the lexicalization process.We may consider two elements e and f in two languages L1 and L2, respectively, to betranslationally equivalent if and only if there exists a concept c such that e 2 XL1(c) andf 2 XL2(c)3Unfortunately, the set of concepts C is not directly observable (and arguably may notexist). Curtailing this issue, let us suppose that we have some means to estimate a condencescore for the following statement:9c 2 C : e 2 XL1(c) ^ f 2 XL2(c) (7)Let the condence score be in the domain [0; 1]: 0 indicates an assertion that e and f arenot at all translationally equivalent, while 1 indicates an assertion that they are. Note thatthis is not a probability distribution. (The discussion of deriving such a condence scorefrom data follows in later sections.)A desirable property of such a score is that a shingle e (in L1) may hold translationalequivalence with any number of shingles f (in L2). For example, English unigram theis generally considered to hold a high degree of equivalence with French unigrams le, la,les, and l'. One-to-many (and many-to-many) relationships need not aect strengths ofassociation when dealing with condence scores.Such condence scores, however, do not yield the information needed to determine theprobability distribution over language-independent concepts as required by the sim measure.Rather than attempting to develop a generative model for entirely unobservable concepts,I utilize the [BGMZ97] measure of resemblance as an indicator of text similarity.Resemblance, however, comes with its own diculties. At rst blush, it appears that onemust dene operations of set-union and set-intersection over language-independent shingles.This is, however not the case. The operations need not be dened at all; it is only thecardinality of the sets that is of interest. Given the condence scores, we may estimate the3This discussion ignores entirely the problems of polysemy and context. A word that is polysemoushas multiple meanings (usually related, such as English \chicken" the animal and \chicken" the food). Indierent contexts, words which are, by my denition, \translationally equivalent," may not have the samemeaning at all. I assume that the cases where incorrect conclusions are drawn about two tokens' translationalequivalence, due to lack of attention to context, will add only minor noise. This is an area requiring furtherconsideration in the future. 7
cardinality of a set-intersection based on the condence that each element in one set sharesa concept with any element in the other set.I use the notation E and F to refer to two text samples in L1 and L2 respectively whosesimilarity we seek to estimate. Let S(E) and S(F ) be the (language-specic) shingle setsfor the two text samples. Hence if:E = \Philip drinks coee with sugar"F = \Philippe boit du cafe avec du sucre"then for trigram shingles:S(E) = f\Philip drinks coee"; \drinks coee with"; :::gS(F ) = f\Philippe boit du"; \boit du cafe"; :::gUnigram shingle sets of E and F are:S(E) = f\Philip"; \drinks"; \coee"; \with"; \sugar"gS(F ) = f\Philippe"; \boit"; \du"; \cafe"; \avec"; \sucre"gFor a shingle set S(x), denote the set of underlying concepts lexicalized in the set by(S(x)). Next, dene the function t\ (S(E); S(F )) as the set of concepts lexicalized in bothE and F . This is equivalent to (S(E))\ (S(F )). Likewise, t[ (S(E); S(F )) is the setof concepts lexicalized in either E or F (equivalent to (S(E))[ (S(F ))). I emphasizethat this approach does not seek to estimate the contents either set. Because the t\ and t[functions are so similar to normal set intersection and union, I use the notation S(E) t\ S(F )and S(E) t[ S(F ). Note next that we may dene t[ in terms of t\:S(E) t[ S(F ) = j(S(E))j+ j(S(F ))j   S(E) t\ S(F ) (8)This is analogous to an intuition noted in the previous section about the standard [ and \functions over sets.Before dening jS(E) t\ S(F )j, I note the intuition that:S(E) t\ S(F )  min (j(S(E))j ; j(S(F ))j) (9)That is, the intersection may be no greater in cardinality than either of the argument sets.I assume that j(S(x))j = jS(x)j, that is, that exactly one unique concept is lexicalized byeach shingle in the set.Finally, dene the notation e t= f as the translational equivalence between shingle e andshingle f . In this discussion, the generic notation for the condence value of the truth of\e t= f" will be t(e; f).Consider rst a simple case where jS(E)j= 1 and jS(F )j = 1. In this scenario, jS(E) t\S(F )j is 1 if e t= f and 0 otherwise. where e is the sole shingle in S(E) and f the soleshingle in S(F ). Therefore, whatever condence we have for the truth of \e t= f" (i.e.,t(e; f)) will be the estimate for S(E) t\ S(F ).8
The presence of e in S(F ) is the degree of condence that e t= f for any f . I considerthis condence score to be additive; if t(e; f1) = 0:3 and t(e; f2) = 0:2 then jfeg t\ ff1; f2gjis 0.5. This becomes problematic when the summation of condence values is greater thanone. Condence must fall in the domain [0; 1], and further, a value greater than jS(E)j= 1is inconsistent with the intuition in (9). For this reason, I dene the presence  of e in S(F )as follows: [e; S(F )] = min0@1; Xf2S(F ) t(e; f)1A (10)Finally, the general case denition of S(E) t\ S(F ) is:S(E) t\ S(F ) = min0@ Xe2S(E)[e; S(F )]; Xf2S(F )[f; S(E)]1A= min0@ Xe2S(E)min0@1; Xf2S(F ) t(e; f)1A ; Xf2S(F )min0@1; Xe2S(E) t(e; f)1A1A(11)The outermost minimum forces the intuition stated in (9).We now redene the resemblance score r using t\ and t[:r(D1; D2) = S(D1) t\ S(D2)S(D1) t[ S(D2) (12)An illustrative example is given in Table 1 and Figure 1.ef Philip doesn't drink teaPhilippe 1 0 0 0ne 0 1 0 0boit 0 0 1 0pas 0 1 0 0de 0 0 0 0the 0 0 0 1Table 1: A sample boolean t function.Further, we might also redene sim using notions dened in this section:sim(D1; D2) = 2Ps2S(D1) t\S(D2) log Pr(s)Ps2(S(D1)) log Pr(s) +Ps2(S(D2)) log Pr(s) (13)It was previously noted that this score requires probability distributions over shingles thatmight be in dierent languages. By using language-independent concepts instead of theshingles themselves, the problem of computing the intersection between two text samples'shingles is avoided. A new problem presents itself, however: how can we estimate a proba-bility model over unobservable language-independent concepts? Seeking to dene, let alone9
[Philip; S(F )] = min(1; 1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0) = 1[doesn't; S(F )] = min(1; 0 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 0) = 1[drink; S(F )] = min(1; 0 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 0 + 0) = 1[tea; S(F )] = min(1; 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 1) = 1[Philippe; S(E)] = min(1; 1 + 0 + 0 + 0) = 1[ne; S(E)] = min(1; 0 + 1 + 0 + 0) = 1[boit; S(E)] = min(1; 0 + 0 + 1 + 0) = 1[pas; S(E)] = min(1; 0 + 1 + 0 + 0) = 1[de; S(E)] = min(1; 0 + 0 + 0 + 0) = 0[the; S(E)] = min(1; 0 + 0 + 0 + 1) = 1Xe2S(E)(e; S(F )) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1= 4Xf2S(F )(f; S(E)) = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 1= 5S(E) t\ S(F ) = min(4; 5)= 4S(E) t[ S(F ) = j(S(E))j+ j(S(F ))j  4= 4 + 6  4= 6r = 46 = 23Figure 1: An example of computing the r score. The shingles here are unigrams. Thevalues of t(e; f) come from Table 1. The text samples are \Philip doesn't drink tea" and\Philippe ne boit pas de the."
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model, these concepts, goes against the intuition that the best linguistic representation ofa sample is the text string itself.The newly-dened resemblance score allows us to avoid explicitly estimate the conceptspresent in a text sample because it deals only with cardinalities of sets. Given a word-to-word translational equivalence function (generically, t), we can compute r for pairs of textstrings without ever resorting to articial linguistic representations. Some t functions onwhich these denitions might be based will be addressed in Section 3.3 Word-to-Word Equivalence FunctionsIn order to use the similarity measure described in Section 2 to estimate the degree oftranslational equivalence between a bilingual pair of test samples, we must dene a measureof translational equivalence between shingles in the two languages.I consider here shingles of length one (i.e., unigrams). This approach has several advan-tages: It aords the fewest problems with sparse data. It is likely to closely mirror actual translational equivalence between text items, sincethe majority of empirically observable correspondences are one (word) to one (word)[Mel00]. It ts most cleanly with available data sources. It ts most cleanly with current translation models.I consider three informing functions which may be used as an estimate of the t= function:electronic a priori bilingual dictionaries, automatically-learned probabilistic word-to-wordtranslation models, and cognate-ness scores. The rst two are described in this section; adiscussion of cognates is in Section 4.3.1 Bilingual DictionariesFor some language pairs, electronic bilingual dictionaries are available. Previous work (e.g.,[BD93]) has viewed such resources as exploitable data, and they are particularly appropriatefor the task of identifying translational equivalence.A bilingual dictionary may be adapted to suit this purpose in a straightforward way.Let t(e; f) be a boolean predicate such that t(e; f) = 1 if the entry (e; f) is present in thedictionary and 0 otherwise. A comprehensive dictionary would be expected to list mosttranslationally equivalent terms, though a few shortcomings are to be expected: Many bilingual dictionary entries will not be one-to-one. How to exploit these entriesin a reasonable way when the element of interest is the unigram is an open question. Bilingual dictionaries may not contain domain-specic words and terms; such termsare often highly informative. Morphological variants are not typically listed in dictionaries, so without lemmatiza-tion of the text samples, some potentially informative open class terms will not befound in the dictionary. 11
3.2 Translation ModelsIt has been shown that performance on multilingual tasks involving word-level transla-tional equivalence (e.g., cross-language information retrieval) can benet from the use ofautomatically induced translation lexicons [ROL01] [NSID99].For this purpose, I utilize Melamed's [Mel00] Model A. Model A assumes a generativeprocess in which pairs of lexical items are generated in turn according to a distributionPr(e; f), producing parallel bags of words. The parameters to this model are learned froma corpus of parallel text, aligned at approximately the sentence level.For a pair of words e and f , the value of Pr(e; f) could as well be taken as an estimatort of e t= f . This relies on the assumption that the probability of generating a pair oftype (e; f) is directly related to the condence that e and f are translationally equivalent.Alternately, any non-zero entry (e; f) in the translation model might be assigned t(e; f) = 1,and for any word pair (e; f) for which Pr(e; f) = 0, t(e; f) = 0. This would create a booleant function that might be merged with other such resources4.Using a learned statistical translation model helps to overcome the problems withmanually-constructed dictionaries: Model A assumes generation of concepts, which are assumed to be in a one-one rela-tionship with word-pairs. Therefore, for any Pr(e; f), e and f are both unigrams. The coverage of Model A is determined by the domain of the training corpus. Morphological variation is unknown to Model A; the distribution ranges over lexemepairs.It is important to highlight that translation models do require a resource: aligned paralleltext. In general, this type of resource is more readily available than broad-domain electronicdictionaries (e.g., the Bible exists in electronic form in nearly every language for which anyelectronic resources are available), though its preparation is sometimes non-trivial.One can imagine a framework in which a highly precise parallel text is obtained usingthe STRAND system [Res99], then used to train a translation model. This model could thenbe used to identify additional text samples that are translationally equivalent. By addingthese samples to the parallel corpus in an iterative manner, retraining the translation modelat each step, a larger parallel corpus might be extracted from the set of candidates. Thissort of framework is the motivation for the evaluation task described in Section 5, thoughI did not undertake its exploration.4 CognatesThe term \cognate" refers to a word in one language that is orthographically or phoneticallysimilar to a semantically related word in another language. An example is the cognatepair English \calendar" and French \calendrier." By identifying cognates in a pair oftext samples, we may hope to more accurately detect translational equivalence. The keyadvantage to cognates over dictionary and translation model5 methods is that the detection4Merging with a dictionary was the motivation for this approach, but experimental results in Section 7show that this t function can outperform the weighted version.5Melamed and Smith [MS00] have designed and implemented a generative translation model which in-cludes cognate information. 12
of cognates need not rely on having previously seen the pair of words in translationallyequivalent contexts prior to the detection task, or even having seen either word at all.Previous work has shown the usefulness of cognates. Simard et al. [SFI92] used cog-nates to improve sentence alignment in parallel corpora. Knight and Graehl [KG97] ex-plored transliteration of English characters to Japanese katakana using a generative source-channel model; the performance their system attained was better than that of human judges.Melamed [Mel95] used a string similarity measure based on character identity and stringlength to identify cognates; this was extended by Tiedemann [Tie99]. Work by Smith andJahr [WS99] showed that cognate classiers like Tiedemann's could be learned from a bilin-gual dictionary, and that these classiers could improve translation models like that in theCandide system [BB94]. This approach is discussed and generalized here6.4.1 BackgroundString similarity metrics have proven useful in the extraction of cognates from text. Thissection describes generalizations on a method presented in Tiedemann [Tie99], which au-tomatically constructed language-specic string matching functions from a set of knowncognate pairs. My approach constructs such a function from a sentence-aligned parallelcorpus, and it assumes very little linguistic similarity between the two languages7.4.1.1 LCSR and HSCRTiedemann [Tie99] explored ways in which language-independent versions of the Least Com-mon Substring Ratio (LCSR, [Mel95]) could be derived from a set of known cognates inthe language pair of interest. The LCSR is the ratio of the longest substring of the char-acters which are common to the two types in the pair (LCS)|this subset need not beconsecutive|to the length (in characters) of the longer word in the pair.The LCSR can be calculated using a dynamic programming technique. This is bestillustrated by an example (based on [Tie99]). Consider the English word seismic (E) andits Czech cognate seismicky (C). Note that the lengths, respectively, are seven charactersand nine characters. Let li;j denote the length of the least common substring (LCS) of therst i characters of seismic and the rst j characters of seismicky. For some character-matching function m, the dynamic programming equations are as follows:8i; 0  i  7; li;0 = 08j; 0  j  9; l0;j = 0li;j = max[li 1;j ; li;j 1; li 1;j 1 +m(Ei; Cj)](The m function is boolean for the LCSR: it is 1 if the argument characters are thesame and 0 if they are not.) The LCSR is then computed by dividing that value bymax[jseismicj; jseismicky j]. The algorithm is illustrated in the following matrix, where therows correspond to values of i and the columns to values of j:6While this approach may appear to be over-kill for languages that use the same script in similar ways,like English and French (the languages it was tested on in Section 7.5), this technique was developed withan eye toward application to dissimilar orthographic systems, e.g., Arabic, Greek, Cyrillic, and Hangul. Forlanguage pairs like English and French, LCSR might yield acceptable (or even better) results.7Development of the techniques presented here was carried out in part using computing resources at theUniversity of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland. 13
s e i s m i c k y0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0s 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1e 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2i 0 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3s 0 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4m 0 1 2 3 4 5 5 5 5 5i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 6c 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 7The LCS is 7; the LCSR is 79 . For languages that have similar orthographic systems, likeSwedish and English, this is an eective way of recognizing cognates.In [Tie99], three types of independent character matching functions were suggested form, so that instead of computing the LCS length, the algorithm computes the highest score ofcorrespondence (HSC). These independent matching functions were generated empiricallybased on a list of known cognates. Each function m was dened for each pair of units, witha unit being either a character or an n-gram of characters. The HSC ratio (HSCR) for twowords is computed by dividing the HSC by the maximum length of the two words, in units.HSCR is then taken to be a score of cognate-ness for a pair of words in two languages.4.2 Modications for this ApplicationRather than a list of known cognate pairs (an unlikely resource), I used as a training setthe non-zero entries in a statistical translation model (see Section 3.2) trained on alignedparallel bi-text. These pairs are weighted with scores (probabilities) in [0; 1] that are takento indicate condence in translational equivalence. Unlike Tiedemann, I exploit these scoresin estimating the matching function m. The details of the training algorithm for m are asfollows.4.2.1 FiltersTiedemann [Tie99] utilized several lters on bilingual word pairs (found in a corpus) whichmight be scored for similarity. Two of these lters may be generalized so that minimalassumptions are made about the language pair in question.The rst lter is a minimal token length, which Tiedemann set to 4 for both languages. Ifa language like Japanese was being considered, where a single atomic character may containseveral phonemes, this would be inappropriate when the other language is written in analphabetic script. Preferably, the minimal length would be customized for each language.The remedy I used was to set the minimum at 4 for English (E below) and estimate aminimum for the other language L based on each language's average type length:lengthmin(L) = typeLengthLtypeLengthE  lengthmin(E) (14)The other constraint of interest is a minimal length dierence ratio. Tiedemann [Tie99]argues that, because \cognates should be of comparable length," a ratio of the shorterstring's length to the longer string's length should be required to above a certain value,which he set at 0.7. The approach here does the same, but normalizes each string's lengthby the average type length for the types in the string's language. The ratio of the normalizedlengths is then required to be in the range [ 710 ; 107 ].14
The score for any word pair which does not meet these two criteria is zero, and anyword pair in the training list which does not meet the criteria is not considered.4.2.2 Counting character cooccurrencesCounts of cooccurring characters from all of the training pairs are then taken. [Tie99]used an \estimated position" value to determine which characters should be counted, forexample: EP(Ei) = round i  jEjjCj (15)This assumes a linear relationship between the characters in the strings, but may be overlystrong when the training example is like the seismic/seismicky example above, in whichthe term in one language contains an ax. Instead of limiting the character pairs thatwere counted, my approach biases in favor of those characters which are in similar positionsrelative to the beginning and end of the string:count(Ei; Cj) = 1  $ i  12length(E)   j   12length(C)%2 (16)i and j are decreased by 12 so as to place the characters between the integers f0; 1; : : :ngfor an n-length type; this means that the relative positions of all characters are inuencedby the length of the string containing them (i.e., the rst character is not at the absolutebeginning of the string and the last is not at the absolute end). Hence in my method, fora given training word pair, all pairs in the cross-product of characters are counted, but thecounts are weighted by the relative nearness of the positions.Each count is further weighted by the score (probability) of the word pair from whichit comes. Therefore, low-scoring word pairs from the translation model do not impact thecharacter matching function as greatly as high-scoring word pairs.4.2.3 Character classesTiedemann [Tie99] used a further restriction on counting in this particular method: vowelswere counted only with vowels and consonants only with consonants. Each character wasassigned to one of these disjunct sets. While this was quite helpful for Swedish-English, itwould be inappropriate for two languages which use the letters dierently (e.g., w is a vowelin Welsh, but a consonant in English), or which use dierent letters (e.g., Russian-English).Further, in some scenarios, the script may be entirely unknown, so that even if such classes(and bilingual correspondences between classes) exist, the information is unavailable. Myapproach assumes no prior knowledge of character classes which might help in the task ofbuilding a character matching function.4.2.4 Matching function mLike Tiedemann [Tie99], this approach computes a Dice score for each character pair aftercollecting the counts. The equation is given below. This score is then used as the mfunction. m(x; y) = Dice(x; y) = 2cx;ycx + cy (17)15
4.2.5 Cognateness as tThe HSCR may ultimately be used as a t function, i.e., t(e; f) = HSCR(e; f). Low HSCRscores, however, are uninformative, since the score is really intended to separate cognatepairs from the vast majority of word pairs that are not cognates. For this reason, andbecause every pair e; f has an HSCR score (and for e and f above the minimum length,the score is non-zero), it makes sense to apply a threshold  , so that t(e; f) = HSCR(e; f)if HSCR(e; f)   and 0 otherwise. Similarly, the value of the HSCR could be ignoredaltogether to create a boolean t function: t(e; f) = 1 if HSCR(e; f)   and 0 otherwise.5 Evaluation TaskI propose the following task to evaluate the usefulness of a given t function in detectingtranslational equivalence. Begin with a segmented corpus C1 in language L1 and anothersegmented corpus C2 in language L2. Let both C1 and C2 consist of n segments. Let k of thesegments in C1 be known to be translationally equivalent respectively to k segments in C2.The remaining n k segments in C1 and C2 are noise and assumed not to be translationallyequivalent to any segments in the opposite corpus. It is assumed, therefore, that everysegment in either corpus has either one or zero translationally equivalent elements in theother corpus.Using the t function as an estimate of shingle translational equivalence ( t=), a resem-blance score may be computed for each of the n  n potentially translationally equivalentpairs in C1  C2. Resemblance for this purpose exploits the set-theoretic functions denedin Section 2: r(E; F ) = S(E) t\ S(F )S(E) t[ S(F ) (18)where E 2 C1; F 2 C2 and S(E); S(F ) are the sets of unigram types (n-length shingles)present in E and F , respectively.The problem is now reducible to the maximum weighted bipartite matching problem[Mel00]: given a bipartite graph G(V;E) (let V = C1 + C2) with weighted edges (letw(E; F ) = r(E; F ) for all E; F ), nd a matching M between the bipartite sets that maxi-mizes P(E;F )2M w(E; F ). The lowest currently known upper bound on the computationalcomplexity of this problem is O(ve + v2 log v) for v vertices and e edges [AMO93]. Thisreduces to O(n3) for this task, since all n n pairs are scored, creating n2 edges.Using the maximum weighted bipartite matching algorithm is reasonable when the setsof text samples are small. I report results using this algorithm (see discussion of precisionand recall below).Following Melamed [Mel00], I also utilize a greedy approximation algorithm to maximumweighted bipartite matching called competitive linking. This technique operates in thefollowing manner. Begin with the set of candidate pairs C1  C2. At each step, select thehighest-scored pair (E 2 C1; F 2 C2)8. Mark (E; F ) as a translationally equivalent pairand remove it from the set of candidates, adding it to T , a set of pairs believed to betranslationally equivalent. Continue until some stopping condition is met or no more links8Melamed and Smith (in progress) describe a random tie-breaking method when multiple candidates havethe same score, which I use. 16
are possible. When the scored pairs are maintained in a priority queue implemented by aheap, this algorithm runs in O(n logn); it is suitable for scenarios where n is large or onlythe top pairs are desired.At each step in the competitive linking algorithm, precision and recall scores may becalculated for the set of marked pairs (E; F ). Let Tc be the subset of marked pairs (E; F ) 2T where E and F are known in advance to be translationally equivalent.precision = jTcjjT j (19)recall = jTcjn (20)I report precision and recall at all stages of completion of the algorithm using precision-recall plots.6 Shrinking the Search SpaceScoring a text sample pair (E; F ) for resemblance requires O(jEj  jF j) steps. Exhaustivepairwise scoring, then, is a highly expensive endeavor. Chen and Nie [CN00] note thatpairs (E; F ) that are highly disparate in length are unlikely to be translational pairs. Inother words, a positive correlation between the lengths of E and F where E and F aretranslationally equivalent is to be expected.If this is the case, the space of pairs that to be scored may be signicantly narrowed byltering out pairs where, e.g., E is relatively short and F is relatively long, or vice versa.I trained a linear regression model for sentences in an aligned parallel corpus of HongKong Laws [Ma00] in English and Chinese. (Information about the training and test corporafor this experiment are shown in Table 2.)Woods et al. [WFH86] describe how to compute a condence interval for an independentvariable value within such a model. For example, we might like to know with some level ofcondence the range of values for the length of the Chinese translation for a given Englishsentence. Let p denote the probability that the Chinese translation will not be within thatrange.I applied the condence interval as a lter to the set of candidates for resemblancescoring. Given E (an English segment), the set of candidates involving E are only thosepairs (E; F ) where jF j is in the condence interval for jEj, for some p. A higher value ofp yields a more strict lter, eliminating pairs whose lengths are not close to the regressionline; the benet of such a lter is a signicantly reduced search space. A lower value ofp, however, is more conservative, sacricing search space reduction in favor of potentiallyhigher recall. Such a p eliminates less pairs, reducing the chances that some translationally-equivalent pairs will be ruled out before resemblance scoring.The size of the unltered search space (i.e., the number of resemblance scores that mustbe computed) for the test corpus is 1912 = 36; 481. Figure 2 shows the size of the searchspace remaining after this length lter is applied for varying values of p. Figure 3 shows thenumber of translationally equivalent pairs remaining in the ltered search space for varyingvalues of p.Interestingly, as p increases, the search space size decays approximately exponentially,while the number of correct pairs eliminated increases only linearly. This is encouraging; itshows that computational savings are to be had without necessarily aecting performancein direct relation to the savings. 17























































Figure 3: The length lter eliminates few correct pairs.7 Experimental ResultsA number of experiments with the methods described were carried out. First, comparisonswere made among dierent t functions, most notably between functions constructed fromelectronic dictionaries and functions derived from statistical translation models. The actualeects of the length lter (Section 6) are shown. Noise, in the form of additional textsamples without their respective translations, was added to the test corpus and evaluationcarried out. The usefulness of cognates as a supplement to other t functions was tested next.Finally, preliminary experiments were carried out on document pair candidates discoveredby the STRAND system.7.1 Human vs. Machine: English-ChineseIn this experiment, several dierent t functions were compared. Three of them were denedas boolean functions using a bilingual dictionary as an information source. Another wasfuzzy (i.e., ranges over [0; 1]), dened using a statistical translation model learned fromparallel text [Mel00]. The training and test corpora used are those described in Table 2.7.1.1 Electronic bilingual dictionaryStarting with two directional lexicons9, three dierent t functions were induced. Recall thatthe t function is dened (for this discussion) over pairs of unigram types. This dictionary,in its original form, contained many entries involving more than one English word and/or9Thanks to Clara Cabezas and Gina Levow for help in procuring these resources.19
more than one Chinese word. The three approaches used here are the most obvious waysof inducing the function from a dictionary.To begin, the Chinese-to-English dictionary10 contained 341,187 entries, and the Eng-lish-to-Chinese dictionary11 contained 394,969 entries.One-to-one entries (OO)1. All entries involving more than one English word or more than one Chinese wordwere removed. The Chinese-to-English dictionary now contained 232,518 entries. TheEnglish-to-Chinese dictionary now contained 288,709 entries.2. The two lexicons were merged into a single listing. 291,454 pairs were in the union ofthe two dictionaries.3. Remove any entries including words not found in the corpora (this step was carriedout for eciency reasons; it could not have aected performance in any way). Thenal dictionary contained 9,263 entries.The tOO function is: tOO(e; f)  (e; f) 2 DictionaryCross-product of non-one-to-one entries (CP)1. All non-one-to-one entries from both dictionaries were collected; the total was 214,947entries.2. Any entries containing (any) words not present in the corpus were removed. Theremaining set contained 6,060 entries.3. The entries were expanded into multiple entries by taking the cross-product of Englishwords with Chinese words. All elements in the cross-product were included; the resultwas 15,549 entries. 5,910 of these entries were not present in the OO dictionary.4. These entries were merged with the OO dictionary. The new dictionary totaled 15,173one-to-one entries.The tCP function is: tCP(e; f)  (:::e:::; :::f:::) 2 DictionaryStoplisted cross-product of non-one-to-one entries (SLCP) The items added toOO in the cross-product process have a high potential for noise, since many non-one-to-one dictionary entries contain function words that do not hold an equivalence relation tocorresponding words on the other side of the entry. (An example of this is `to' in Englishinnitives.) The noise might degrade the dictionary's performance; in order to lessen thiseect, the following dictionary preprocessing was applied: All non-one-to-one entries from both dictionaries were collected; the total was 214,947entries.10The creation of this dictionary is described in [LOC00]. Thanks to Gina Levow, Doug Oard, and ClaraCabezas for allowing its use.11The creation of this dictionary is described in [WS00]. Thanks to Gina Levow for oering it for use here.20
 Any entries containing words not present in the corpus were removed. The remainingset contained 6,060 entries. A stoplist lter was applied to the set. The English stoplist contained 238 commonclosed-class words; the Chinese stoplist contained 188 function words12. After thelter was applied, any entries where the English or Chinese side was empty wereremoved. The result was 5,555 entries. The non-one-to-one entries were expanded into multiple entries by taking the cross-product of English words with Chinese words. All elements in the cross-product wereincluded; the result was 8,285 entries. 2,842 of these entries were not present in theOO dictionary. These entries were merged with the OO dictionary. The new dictionary totaled 12,105one-to-one entries.Let (x) be a boolean predicate taking the value `true' if x is present on its language'sstoplist. The tSLCP function is:t(e; f)  (:(e) ^ :(f) ^ (:::e:::; :::f:::) 2 Dictionary) _ (e; f) 2 Dictionary7.1.2 Method A translation modelUsing Method A [Mel00], a symmetric translation model was induced on the Hong KongLaws (see Table 2) training corpus. One change was made to the training method describedin [Mel00] for the model: rather than use competitive linking, I used the maximum weightedbipartite matching algorithm implemented in the Library of Ecient Data Types (LEDA)[MN99]. This provides a closer approximation to the maximum likelihood estimation forMethod A. A Method A distribution contains the probability of generating a token in onelanguage with a \null-word" in the other; a null-word is simply an empty element notobservable in the string. After the model was trained, all entries involving a null-word wereremoved. The translation model used contained 3,767 non-zero entries of the form Pr(e; f)where e is an English word and f a Chinese word. The tA function is:tA(e; f) = Pr(e; f)7.1.3 ResultsThe evaluation method described in Section 5 was applied to all four t functions on the testcorpus of 191 segment pairs. For this experiment, k = n; that is, there is no added noise.The results are shown in Table 3.Figure 4 shows precision-recall plots for the entire competitive linking process on each ofthese t functions as well as the maximum weighted bipartite matching performance for each.Early iterations correspond to the left side of the plots (note that recall can never decrease,so the algorithm will only move leftward across the plot). The degradation in precision ascompetitive linking proceeds is due to erroneous links made between text samples. Thisis expected; each successive competitive linking step links the next-highest scored pair, sothe condence of the decision made at each iteration diminishes. The increase in recall, ofcourse, is due to correct matches accumulated.12Thanks to Dan Melamed for the use of these stoplists.21





















translation model (MWBM)Figure 4: Precision and recall of four t functions through the competitive linking processand under maximum weighted bipartite matching.7.1.4 Further ExplorationThe following discussion seeks to investigate why the translation model was more successfulthan the dictionaries. Simultaneously, the dierence in performance of the two matchingalgorithms|competitive linking and maximum weighted bipartite matching|is considered.Preprocessing eects Degradation of the dictionary due to preprocessing, while possi-ble, is unlikely. The most obvious uses of the dictionary were all applied. Both CP and22
SLCP signicantly increased the size of the dictionary used (by 64% in the rst case, by 31%in the second). Yet neither oered benets that pushed the performance of this t functionto the level of the statistical translation model's performance. It is of course possible thatmore clever, less obvious ways to exploit a dictionary to this end exist.Non-boolean scores and ties One possible reason for degradation under competitivelinking may be traceable to the boolean nature of a t function derived from a dictionary.Because the entries are unweighted, the values that the r score may take on are limitedto rational numbers with denominators  q, where q is equal to the maximum length ofan English text sample plus the maximum length of a Chinese text sample. If the set ofpossible r values is nite, then many tied scores are to be expected. When multiple pairingsare tied, the competitive linking algorithm chooses from them at random until no morelinkings may be made. Therefore, if a correct pairing (e; f) is tied with many other pairingsinvolving e or f , the probability of correctly linking e with f shrinks. The number of uniquescores observed in the set of all 36,481 pairwise r-scorings is shown in Table 4. (Note thatprecision and recall are given at the completion of competitive linking; because there wasno noise and each pair was linked to exactly one other pair, the total number of linkingswas 191. As a result, nal precision and nal recall were equivalent.)dictionary number of unique r values CL precision, recallOO 779 0.5236SLCP 808 0.5550CP 939 0.4660Table 4: Tied scores probably do not account for degraded performance on competitivelinking.These data are inconsistent with the hypothesis that low score-variability resulting inbad tie-breaking is a factor in the performance of competitive linking. Competitive linkingperformance does not correlate with the number of distinct scores. It is left to conclude thatcompetitive linking is an approximation that simply fails to fails the nuances discovered bymaximum weighted bipartite matching.The next question to be asked is whether the weights in the t function derived from thestatistical translation model play a role in its success in this framework.Method A translation model without weights The 3,767 non-zero entries in thetranslation model distribution were stripped of their probability values, giving an un-weighted translation lexicon13. This was used as a boolean t function on the English-Chineseexperimental task: tAunweighted(e; f) = 1 if Pr(e; f)  0; else 0Results are shown in Table 5; precision-recall plots for the weighted and unweighted tfunctions are shown in Figure 5.13It is worth noting that applying a threshold to the translation model entries before removing weights,so that low-probability pairs are not included in the set of translationally-equivalent word pairs, was notattempted, though it might oer some benet. 23

















unweighted (MWBM)Figure 5: Precision and recall of the translation model with and without weights throughthe competitive linking process and under maximum weighted bipartite matching.24

















unweighted t. m. (MWBM)
combined
combined (MWBM)Figure 6: Precision and recall of the translation model, dictionary, and their union throughthe competitive linking process and under maximum weighted bipartite matching.
size English English Spanish Spanish mean English mean Spanish(segments) tokens types tokens types segment size segment sizetraining 4,695 141,125 9,872 158,094 11,484 29.43 32.97test 200 6,637 1,751 7,549 1,795 33.19 37.75Table 7: English-Spanish parallel corpus. The original text from which this was taken is aportion of United Nations proceedings [Gra94]. The alignment was done by Clara Cabezasusing MXTERMINATOR [RR97]. The English text was tokenized using a script includedin the Egypt distribution [WS99], written by Dan Melamed and Yaser Al-Onaizan. TheSpanish text was tokenized using a program written by Nizar Habash and Bonnie Dorr,with kind permission of the authors. 26



















unweighted t. m. (MWBM)
dict. + unw. t. m.
dict. + unw. t. m. (MWBM)
Figure 7: Precision and recall of four t functions through the competitive linking processand under maximum weighted bipartite matching.English-Spanish dictionary used was either well-suited to the genre of this test corpus orhad more extensive coverage than the dictionaries used in the English-Chinese experiments.These experiments on English-Chinese and English-Spanish corpora show that transla-tional equivalence is detectable in text, and that statistical models oer a means to carryout that detection. This is a useful result, as parallel text (required for translation modeltraining) is a less expensive resource than bilingual dictionaries, which, though in somecases may oer even higher levels of performance on the detection task, are variable in theireectiveness.7.3 Length FilterUsing three of the English-Chinese t functions from the experiment in Section 7.1, I appliedthe length lter from Section 6 at various values of p. This technique reduces the amountof time required for scoring text sample pairs (computing the resemblance score r) byeliminating pairs where the length of the Chinese segment is outside some condence intervalfor the length of the English segment, given a linear regression model. The linear regressionmodel is learned from the same training corpus as the translation model.Table 9 shows precision and recall after application of the length lter at various values ofp for the SLCP dictionary, and Figure 8 shows precision and recall throughout competitivelinking and under maximum weighted bipartite matching. Table 10 and Figure 9 show thesame for the Method A translation model (unweighted). Table 11 and Figure 10 show thesame for the union of the SLCP dictionary and the unweighted translation model. Thevalues of p chosen are small, since the benet (search space size reduction) levels out as pincreases (see Figure 2). 28















no length filter (MWBM)
p = 0.01 filter
p = 0.01 filter (MWBM)
p = 0.05 filter
p = 0.05 filter (MWBM)
p = 0.1 filter
p = 0.1 filter (MWBM)
p = 0.15 filter
p = 0.15 filter (MWBM)Figure 8: Precision and recall of the SLCP dictionary are hardly aected by length ltering.Under both matching algorithms, the lter did not aect performance of the SLCP29
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p = 0.15 filter (MWBM)Figure 9: Precision and recall of the unweighted translation model are hardly aected bylength ltering.Performance of the unweighted translation model was improved under both matchingalgorithms for all lters. The results thus far suggest that the length lter not only oers acomputational savings, but it also guides the matching process by eliminating pairs unlikelyto be linked.The merged t function's performance did not experience the same benets throughapplication of a length lter. Some slight increase in precision was to be had (at very slightand unsurprising loss in recall) under competitive linking.It is clear that reducing the search space (and therefore run time) using a length lterdoes not greatly diminish performance when the text samples are sentence-sized, particu-larly under competitive linking. In fact, under some conditions it improves performance. It30
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p = 0.15 filter (MWBM)Figure 10: Precision and recall of the merged t function are hardly aected by lengthltering. 31
is concluded that this is a useful technique allowing for faster completion of the detectiontask.7.4 Robustness to Candidate NoiseIt is unrealistic to suppose that the task of selecting translation pairs from a set of candidateswill typically involve sets of text samples in two languages where every sample is known tohave exactly one translationally equivalent partner in the opposite set. It is to be expectedthat there will be some noise, e.g., text samples which are not part of translation pairs.These make the task more dicult by increasing the number of candidates quadraticallyand possibly aecting both precision and recall.In order to test the robustness of this method to such noise, I randomly selected 573English text samples and 573 Chinese text samples from the same Hong Kong Laws corpusthat the test and training corpus came from. These samples were of comparable length(34.64 average sample length for English, 36.73 for Chinese) and genre to the corpus inTable 2. The English samples were taken from a dierent region of the corpus than theChinese samples to avoid choosing samples that might be translationally equivalent.Incrementally, the noise samples were added to the test corpus of k = 191 pairs16, andthe resulting candidate pairs were scored. Maximum weighted bipartite matching is not auseful algorithm for this task because it seeks to link as many text sample pairs as possibleto maximize the sum of the scores. Doing this will inevitably hurt precision; if k = 191,then generating more than n links will aect precision for the worse.In order to lessen the computational cost, a length lter with p = 0:1 was applied. Table12 shows the reduction in the search space through the application of this lter. This lterwas selected because it oered, overall, the greatest improvement in performance undercompetitive linking (see results of the length lter experiments in Section 7.3).n (n  k) number of candidates number of candidates after lter287 (96) 82,369 37,573382 (191) 145,924 66,173573 (382) 328,329 144,950764 (573) 583,696 246,431Table 12: Reduction in candidates via length lter.Three t functions were used: the SLCP dictionary, the Method A translation model(unweighted), and the union of the two. Results with the dictionary are shown in Table 13,and Figures 11 and 12 show precision and recall (respectively) throughout the competitivelinking process. Precision and recall are separated and each is plotted against competitivelinking iteration to highlight the importance of stopping the competitive linking process atthe appropriate time. Analogous results with the translation model are shown in Table 14and Figures 13{14, and results for the union are shown in Table 15 and Figures 15{16.Note that after 191 links are made, it is unlikely that further iterations (in the competi-tive linking process) will improve precision or recall, as only 191 of the original possible linksare correct. For this reason, competitive linking results are shown only for 191 iterations.Iteration 182 is shown because it is known (in the experiment) to be the point at which16Following the discussion in Section 5, k refers to the number of translationally equivalent pairs, and nrefers to the total number of text samples in each language. The number of noise added is n   k.32




































Figure 12: Recall of the SLCP dictionary is hardly aected by noise. The vertical linesmark the points where competitive linking ceases for successively noisier scenarios.




































Figure 14: Recall of the unweighted translation model is heavily aected by noise. The ver-tical lines mark the points where competitive linking ceases for successively noisier scenarios.35




































Figure 16: Recall of the merged t function is heavily aected by noise. The vertical linesmark the points where competitive linking ceases for successively noisier scenarios.37
Here an experiment on English-French (a cognate-rich pair) is described and results re-ported. The evaluation task here is the same as that in the other experiments; no noise wasadded and no length lter was applied.Facts about the corpus used for training the translation model (details below) and thecorpus used for testing are shown in Table 16.size English English French French mean English mean French(segments) tokens types tokens types segment size segment sizetraining 5,963 153,199 7,993 168,361 10,529 25.53 28.06test 200 3,788 917 3,858 920 18.21 18.55Table 16: English-French Bible parallel corpus. The English and French text was tokenizedusing scripts included in the Egypt distribution [WS99], written by Dan Melamed and YaserAl-Onaizan.7.5.1 Electronic bilingual dictionaryA t function was derived from an electronic English-French dictionary, using the samemethods described in Section 7.1.1. To begin, the French-to-English dictionary17 contained34,804 entries. The entries were reversed to be English-to-French for this purpose, and eachentry was tokenized using tokenization scripts for these languages included in the Egyptdistribution [WS99].One-to-one entries (OO)1. All entries involving more than one English word or more than one French word wereremoved. 30,783 entries remained.2. Any entries including words not found in the candidate pairs were removed (this stepwas carried out for eciency reasons; it could not have aected performance in anyway). The nal OO dictionary contained 4,462 entries.Stoplisted cross-product of non-one-to-one entries (SLCP) All non-one-to-one entries from the dictionary were collected; the total was 4,021entries. Any entries containing words not present in the corpus were removed. The remainingset contained 837 entries. A stoplist lter was applied to the set. The English stoplist contained 238 commonclosed-class words; the French stoplist contained 311 words18. After the lter wasapplied, any entries where the English or French side was empty were removed. Theresult was 673 entries.17This dictionary was derived by Gina Levow from an English-to-French one freely available at http://-www.freedict.com.18Thanks to Dan Melamed for the use of these stoplists.38
 The non-one-to-one entries were expanded into multiple entries by taking the cross-product of English words with French words. All elements in the cross-product wereincluded; the result was 1,210 entries. 111 of these entries were not present in the OOdictionary. These entries were merged with the OO dictionary. The new dictionary totaled 5,561one-to-one entries.The SLCP dictionary, in preliminary tests, outperformed the OO dictionary, so it wasthe only one used in this experiment.7.5.2 Automatically learned t functionsAnother set of t functions came from the set of non-zero entries from a Method A translationmodel trained on 5,963 aligned English-French verses of the Bible. These were selected atregular intervals19 throughout the Bible from the unannotated section of the Blinker corpus[Mel98]. Table 16 shows facts about the training corpus for the translation model. Therewere 9,593 non-zero entries in the translation model. As before, one t function was denedas t(e; f) = Pr(e; f). The same 9,593 entries from the translation model were also usedwithout weights (i.e., t(e; f) = 1 if and only if Pr(e; f) is non-zero. As before, a mergedt function, the union of the unweighted translation model with the SLCP dictionary, wascreated; it contained 14,446 non-zero entries.Using the technique from Section 4, an m function was induced using the translationmodel. This, in turn, was used to compute HSCR cognate-ness scores for all word pairsin the cross-product of the set of English types with the set of French types. An ad hocthreshold of 0.2 was selected; this left a set of 340,213 scored word pairs in the set ofcandidates for which t > 0.Though this set was highly noisy (i.e., many pairs were not cognates), preliminarycomparisons with higher thresholds showed that 0.2 was, for this m function and dataset, reasonable20 The t function was t(e; f) = HSCR(e; f) if HSCR(e; f)  0:2 and 0otherwise, and the unweighted version was t(e; f) = HSCR(e; f) if HSCR(e; f)  0:2 and 0otherwise. Table 17 shows some sample word pairs from the test corpus and their HSCRscores. Because biblical text is rich in names, the m function adeptly captures character-to-character mappings. Note the many name pairs from the test corpus with high scores.7.5.3 ResultsTable 18 shows, under both competitive linking and maximum weighted bipartite matching,precision and recall of these t functions on the detection task. Precision-recall plots for theset functions are shown in Figures 17 and 18.For this data set, the cognate function is the best-performing t function, though thetranslation model (without weights) nearly reaches its level of precision under maximumweighted bipartite matching. The SLCP dictionary's performance was strikingly low; thismay be due in part to the absence of accents in the dictionary (accents were present in thecorpus).19For this task I used the Whittle tool by Mike Jahr included in the Egypt distribution [WS99].20Note that a \good" HSCR score for a word pair is entirely dependent on the m function, which in turndepends entirely on the training corpus. This threshold cannot be said to be generally applicable. Choosinga good threshold is an empirical question left unexplored here.39
rank HSCR English French1 0.5022 Jobab Jobab2 0.4814 Jabal Jabal3 0.4809 Jarib Jarib4 0.4790 Joram Joram1,001 0.3551 Jorah Jaera1,002 0.3550 Menahem Menahem1,003 0.3550 Mahath Maath1,004 0.3550 Hadid Hadid8,001 0.2968 Ahuzzam Achuzzam8,002 0.2968 Dishon Disent8,003 0.2968 Jorai Joanan8,004 0.2968 Jaddai Joanan64,001 0.2430 vapor evapore64,002 0.2430 Jabesh Jaroach64,003 0.2430 Caraway Conania64,004 0.2430 Branches Barabbas340,210 0.2000 Dedication variation340,211 0.2000 Separate egarants340,212 0.2000 separate egarants340,213 0.2000 Pagiel PublieTable 17: Examples of English-French cognate-ness (HSCR) scores. These examples werechosen arbitrarily to show a range of scores and noisiness.
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unweighted (MWBM)Figure 18: Performance of the HSCR (0.2 threshold) t function with and without weights.41



















combinedFigure 19: Performance of the HSCR (0.2 threshold) t function combined with the un-weighted translation model.Taking the union of the SLCP dictionary, the unweighted translation model, and theunweighted cognate classier (a total of 352,739 non-zero entries) yielded precision of 1 withrecall of 1 under both competitive linking and maximum weighted bipartite matching. (Thisresult is not shown in any of the precision-recall plots.) In this particular instance, combiningthree sources of information in the simplest way (union) yielded perfect classication.It can be concluded that even noisy cognate classiers are useful for translation detection.7.6 Performance at the Document Level: Comparison with STRANDOne of the potential applications for this technique discussed in Section 1.1 was usingcontent-based scores of translational equivalence to boost performance of the STRANDsystem [Res99], which uses structural information only to locate translation pairs at thedocument level. Here I oer preliminary results that show the capability of the resemblancescoring technique to classify document pairs by translational equivalence in comparison withSTRAND's capability.Resnik [Res99] ran an experiment with two human judges in which STRAND classi-cations of candidate document pairs were compared to human ratings of translational42
equivalence. In all, there were 233 English-French document pairs21 for which the humanjudges agreed (see Table 19 for data on these pairs). Of these, 84 were ruled as translationpairs, and the other 149 were ruled as inequivalent. The STRAND system correctly identi-ed 66 of the 84 good pairs as translations (i.e., recall = 0:7857), with precision of 0.9429.The STRAND result is used here as a benchmark.size English English French French mean English mean French(pairs) tokens types tokens types segment size segment sizegood 84 56,388 21,378 64,730 28,492 671.29 770.60bad 148 180,912 30,247 120,810 33,940 1222.38 816.28all 232 237,300 34,470 185,540 38,318 1022.84 799.74Table 19: English-French STRAND candidate pairs. Thanks to Philip Resnik for use of thedocuments and details of the STRAND experiment. The English and French text was tok-enized using scripts included in the Egypt distribution [WS99], written by Dan Melamed andYaser Al-Onaizan. \Good" refers to candidate pairs agreed to be translationally equivalentby the human judges; \bad" refers to the candidate pairs agreed not to be translationallyequivalent by the human judges.The base t functions used in this experiment were: An SLCP dictionary derived from the same original dictionary in Section 7.5, retainingall relevant entries (total size was 7,637 entries). Method A tranlsation model from Section 7.5 with weights. Method A tranlsation model from Section 7.5 without weights. HSCR (cognate-ness) scores were computed for every word co-occurrence pair in theset of candidate documents22 using the m function from Section 7.5. As before, thesewere thresholded at HSCR 0.2; this left 36,137 pairs for which t > 0. The t functionwas dened as t(e; f) = HSCR(e; f) if HSCR(e; f)  0:2 and 0 otherwise. A boolean t function derived from the HSCR: t(e; f) = 1 if HSCR(e; f)  0:2 and 0otherwise.The genre of the translation model training data (biblical verses) is in sharp contrastto the genre of the candidate documents (World-Wide Web documents), so it is expectedthat the coverage of the translation model t function will be limited for this purpose. Forthis reason cognates are expected to increase the performance of the translation model.Table 20 shows some sample word pairs from the cross-product of words in the Englishand French documents and their HSCR scores. Note that English words appear in Frenchtext and vice versa, and that Web text often contains errors. Capital letters tend to receive21For this experiment, one pair was not used because it contained a great deal of non-linguistic material(i.e., a compressed le), resulting in an excessively high number of \terms," most of which were not wordsbut pieces of compressed data. This pair was ruled as \bad" by both judges and STRAND.22A small error was made in this process. The minumum length of a French type was computed to be5, but because of a small error in the code, only pairs involving French words of length 6 or greater wereactually used. At the time of printing, there was not time to correct this; it stands to reason that morecognates would be found and used if the error was corrected. This error did not aect cognate scoring inthe experiments described in Section 7.5. 43















































unweightedFigure 22: Performance of a cognate classier with and without weights, in comparison toSTRAND. 46
















SLCP + unweighted cognates
SLCP + cognates + t. m.Figure 23: Performance of the SLCP dictionary compounded with the unweighted cognateclassier, and with both the Method A translation model without weights and the cognateclassier in comparison to STRAND.As shown in Figure 23, this method outperforms STRAND when the t function is theunion of the SLCP dictionary with the cognate classier (unweighted). There are slightimprovements beyond that when the translation model is added in as well23. By adding incognates, the number of non-zero pairs for t was increased to 43,485, an increase of 522%.Adding the translation model entries as well resulted in 52,561 pairs. Table 21 shows thist function's precision and recall at STRAND's levels of recall and precision.technique precision recallSTRAND [Res99] (structure) 0.9429 0.7857resemblance scoring (content) 0.9565 0.78570.9429 0.8571Table 21: Content-based translation detection wins out over structure-based translationdetection.8 Future WorkA number of extensions to this research may be suggested; some are described briey here.23The translation model added to the SLCP dictionary by itself did not result in any improvement.47
8.1 Theoretical modicationsOne of the key shortcomings of the resemblance-scoring method described here is its failureto take into account multiple occurrences of a word type in a text sample. This informationcould be important, for example, when dealing with samples on the same topic in which aword type is used frequently, sometimes more than once in a sample. The number of timesthat word type is seen could be an indicator of its importance in a sample; that informationin turn should be matched with samples in the other language.The technique presented here views text samples as sets of words. I did not explorethe eectiveness of shingles of size greater than 1, since dictionaries and translation modelswill not generally be useful for the straightforward derivation of t functions over pairs ofsuch shingles. It might be worthwhile to examine ways to exploit such (mostly) one-to-oneresources to develop bigram or trigram t functions.Along the same lines, I did not use a generative probability model for pairs of word-sets, mainly because of the problem of exponential decay in probability of an item as lengthincreases. Eisner [Eis01] suggested an approach to this which might be considered in furtherwork. By constructing a model M for translationally equivalent pairs and a model M forother pairs, the probability that a pair (E; F ) was generated by M is:Pr(M jE; F ) = Pr(E; F jM)  Pr(M)Pr(E; F jM) Pr(M) + Pr(E; F jM)  (1  Pr(M))8.2 Enhancements and Further ExperimentationThe noisy scenario in Section 7.4 is one likely to be encountered in many applications.Frequently the amount of noise present (or, equivalently, the number of translationallyequivalent pairs present) in the data to be processed will be unknown. A generic meansto estimate the amount of noise or a threshold for the r threshold would be useful in suchscenarios.It might be fruitful to explore ways to deal with polysemy, such as word-sense disam-biguation as a preprocessing step.I did not carry out extensive testing of the robustness of this technique to text samplesize. This could be done relatively easily using an aligned parallel corpus by segmenting itat multiple levels of granularity and evaluating the precision and recall at dierent samplesizes and dierent levels of variability in sample size.The containment score c was not used at all in this technique. This score estimates theextent to which one sample is \contained" in the other. It is possible that this score mightbe exploited in some way.One direction that might lead to increased performance is to consider an iterative frame-work in which the classier is used to select the unlabeled pairs it is most condent aretranslations, and then these pairs are added to the training corpus. More robust empiricalclassiers (translation models and/or cognate classiers) might then be learned from theenhanced corpus. Similar techniques have proven successful in work by Yarowsky [Yar95]and Blum and Mitchell [BM98].Other than the STRAND evaluation, this research involved no reliance on human judge-ment. Although the aligned texts used may be considered reliable, some pairs \wrongly"matched might be considered close in meaning by human judges. Further evaluation involv-ing bilingual speakers would more strongly support the positive ndings presented here.48
It goes without saying that better t functions are to be obtained, perhaps empirically likethe translation models. A key feature in such functions is their ability to hold up to noisyconditions. Interestingly, my ndings suggest that neither the size of the t function (i.e.,number of non-zero entries) nor weights (i.e., a non-boolean function) oer performanceadvantages.Most importantly, better means of combining multiple sources of word translationalequivalence information need to be considered. In many cases, combining two high-perform-ing boolean t functions (through union) did not result in a signicantly better t function,even though the intersection was small. It is unclear why this is the case, but clearly therecan be benets of combining, for example, a dictionary with cognates.In particular, an interesting direction would be to combine the content-based equiva-lence information oered by this technique with the structure-based equivalence informationused by systems like STRAND. It is likely that using cross-lingual resemblance scoring intandem with structural comparison would increase the capabilities of parallel text miningapplications.9 ConclusionsThis discussion has presented a general algorithm which can reliably classify whether twopieces of text are translations of each other. To my knowledge, no such technique has beendeveloped based on text content alone. This technique has shown success on three languagepairs: English-Chinese, English-Spanish, and English-French.Because many scenarios are likely to involve large search spaces for translational pairs,I have oered a lter to limit the search without aecting performance. I have shownthat, depending on the resources used to dene word-to-word translational equivalence,this approach can be robust to noise. Another useful nding is that, in this framework,automatically-learned translation models (learned from parallel text) and cognate-scoringfunctions (learned from translation models or dictionaries) can in some instances be usedeither on their own or as supplements to a priori resources (i.e., electronic bilingual dictio-naries) to achieve excellent performance.Finally, I have shown that a content-based classier of translational equivalence cancompare favorably to one that uses only structural information. It is expected that thetechnique presented here will prove useful in supplementing systems for parallel corpusconstruction and other multilingual tasks.10 AcknowledgementsThis work is dedicated to the memory of my mother, Lorie E. Steinberg, who planted seedsbut tragically never saw them grow. In addition, I dedicate this work to my second mother,Kathryn G. Smith. Her con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